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ABSTRACT
This report is a combination theoretical and user
manual for the digital program AXSHEL. AXSHEL solves for
influence and stiffness matrices of shells of revolution by
a finite element technique. Bending as well as mebrane
strain energy has been included'in the formulation. An
option to include the effects of differential stiffness
(initial internal forces) has been incorporated.
Another option of AXSHEL i-s the solution of
internal forces and deflections due to pressure and/or
concentrated static loadings. Included is the results of a
test run of a spherical cap subjected to an external
pressure. Comparisons are made to analytic theory.
The impetus for the development of this program
came from the S-II Pogo Analysis Group -at Bellcomm. More
specifically, a Need arose to obtain a more exact 	 Ea;
representation of the stiffness characteristics of the S-II
LOX tank shell:
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A digital program AXSHEL has been written for the
UNIVAC 1108 to solve the static response characteristics of
axisymmetric shells.	 These responses include:	 1)	 stresses,
internal forces and deflections duo to pressure and/or con-
centrated loadingsr 2) 	 the internal load influence matrix,
3) the deflection influence matrix and 4) the stiffness
matrix.	 The method of solution is based on the matrix force
method.	 Presently, the program is limited to approximately
20 stations	 (nodal circles) with one axial constraint.	 Shell
thickness may vary from station-to-station. 	 Radial con-
straints are permitted at the nodal circles as required.
Meridianal rotational (bending) constraints are permitted at
terminal stations. only.	 All constraints may be either rigid
or flexible as desired. 	 Strain energy of both flexure and
-
membrane has been incorporated in the program.	 Algorithms
for differential stiffness are included.
For a test problem a 39 1 spherical cap with fixed
support (as shown in Figure 1) was subjected to an external
pressure of 284 psi. 	 The meridianal (fl and hoop M stresses
resulting from this loading are compared with analytic theory
in Figure 2.	 The maximum meridianal stress computed
(-7750 psi)	 compared within 5% with the theory (-8100 psi).
The spring constraints k
u
 and k	 in Figure 1 refer to the
radial forde and meri'dianal moment constraint at station 1.
These constraints replace the elastic properties of an
equivalent circular disc discussed in section III of this
report4
II.	 EQUILIBRIUM
The method as presented in this report begins with a
definition of nodal circles	 (N1 of them)	 and force elements ,
connecting these circles.	 Axial and radial force equations of
equilibrium are written for each nodal circle.	 In addition,
'two tangential moment equations of equilibrium are formed, one
for each terminal nodal circle.
	

















into a primary set equal to the number (N =2*NI+2) of equations
of equilibrium and into a redundant set of the remaining ele-
ments.	 Theimary elements are ordered as follows (see
Figure 3): jr) axial constraint, (2) hoop membrane at nodal
circle 1,(3) meridianal membrane between nodal circles 1 and
2,• , '(N-2)
	
hoop membrane at nodal circle Nl r (N-1) meridianal
bending at nodal circle 1pand(N) meridianal bending at nodal
circle Nl.	 The ordering of the redundant elements are:
1) meridianal bending at nodal circle 2 (element N+I of
Figure 2),•-iNl-2, meridianal bending at nodal circle Nl-1,
followed by radial constraints and terminal moment meridianal
constraints if desired by the user.
The internal force in the membrane elements (including
force constraints)	 are in units of ::orce per lengthy and the
internal force in the bending elements (including moment
constraints)	 are in units of force-length per length.	 The sign
convention for membrane is taken.as extension and that of bending
as compression on the outside of the shell, the
	
Sign convention
of the force constraints is the positive z or-)-r direction and that
of the terminal moment constraints is in the z x r direction.
The force equations of equilibrium for a typical nodal
circle in the axial W and radial (r) directions are given below.
Rcos	 fi+l	 ili+i 2i+lU zi	 i	 cosC 	 f	 + Rlli-I	 Ii'i-1 2i-1	 if	 O
R.
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F	 = - R	 sin a	 f	 + R	 sin ai,o 4: .	 - Z
ri	 iri - I	 1 11 -1 21 -1	 1 f i+l	 i+l""2i+l	 1 f 21
R i-1
+ 1/27t P ri + R i f it	 cos 'Il i 0 i-1 f N+i-2
a.










Note the force resultants F z,,. and Fri are in units of
force per radian. P iz and Pir are virtual loads in the z and r
directions, respectively, and are conjugate to the deflection
degrees of freedom. The axial constraint f l , of courser can
appear in only one equation of equilibrium. The station length
k is defined as -l1'3 (9,t+ Z -
1
i) and a mean radius is defined
i	 -	 3. 
as R i 
' i+ I ` 1/2(R i +R i+l	 etc.
As previously stated moment equations of equilibrium
as well as force equations of equilibrJium exist at the terminal
stations in the circumferential (t x t) direction. These moment
equations of equilibrium are given below.
M 
Z r	 r' x i	
R 
1 
f N-1 + 1/2 7T M + r f X	 0,	 z 
(lb)
M	 +	 R f + 1/2 Tr	 + R f	 0(z x r) N1	 NI N	 MN1	 Nl (Z xr)NI
ra
.4
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The moment resultants M ( ^ ^ ^^ ^ and M ( ^ x ). ^^ are in
units of moment per radian. Ml and Mw are virtual loads
conjugate to the terminal rotation degrees-of-freedom. The
circumferential moment constraints (f z x r) like the radial
force constraints (fir) exist at the convenience at the user.
Although nodal circles at terminals l and Ui are
permitted to 'have zero radii., a zero radius should be avoided
by utilizing elastic constraints (see Figure 1). The elastic
properties of these constraints will be considered in the next
section,
{'quati,ons of equilibrium for the complete shell are
written in matrix notation as follows;
[ Tp ] {fp ) + Mr { fr) + 1/'2'a [1) (P) - (0)	 (2)
where ( tp } and ( fr ) denote the primary and redundant force
elements, respectively. Letting (f} = ( !E),^  the internal loads
r
in the elements from eq . (2) are given below.
(} - tE r I {f r  + [Fg 1 {p}
where








Conjugate to the internal load (f) in each force
element is an Internal deflection (6). There Is a linear
relation between the internal deflection in an element and
the internal force in the element and neighboring clements.Consider the following strain-stress relationship:
el
V	 (4)
wnere a and a are stresses In tho meridianal and circumferential2directions, respectively. B is the modulus of elasticity and v





where t is the thickness of the shell. For axisynnetric loadings
the circumferential curvature is zero. After integration through-





1	 2where fb and fb are internal moments in the meridi'anal and cir-
cumferential directions, respectively. The solution of eq. (5a)
yields the followin6 expressions.
r
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f2 	f b1b (5b)
1	 12 (1-v 2	 1
Bt 3	 b
Hence, the circumferential bending moment is a consequence of
the meridianal bending and will not appear explicitly in the
formulation; however, the meridianal curvature must be modified
accordingly by the factor (1-v 2
The internal deflections in the force elements is
obtained by integration of eqs.	 (5 and 5c) over the appropriate
area of the shell.
The area between two stations	 (i and i+l) is divided
I	 -into an Ai
 
and an A i+l area as follows.
f
ti
tA	 7TZ+.(3/4 Ri	1/4 R +
(5d)
A A	 Tr 9, +	 1/4 R	 3/4 Ri+1	 i	 i+l
The relationship between the internal deflections and loads in
the force elements yields a symmetric compliance matrix [Z] for
the entire shell.	 In matrix notation this relationship can be
stated as follows.
(6)
The following is a list of compliances for the elements.
z 2i 2i	 Ai +Ai 	 /Et.,)
+A.	 Ai+l
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For shells without terminal cutout it is best to
model the terminal stations with fin ite radii and to treat
the resulting disc as elastic radial force and circumferential










k	 Et	 k	 Eta Mu _ 1--v) a
	 qS	 l2 1..^) a
(force/length 2 )	 (force - length/length2)
The internal deflections in terms of the loading is
obtained by substituting eq. (3) into eg, . (6) .
	
{ }	 [Z) [Er f r } + [7] [Eg] {P}	 (7)
Deflections by the method of virtual work, are obtained
by multiplying the deflections by the element forces produced by
virtual (dummy) loads conjugate with the sought deflections. In
particular, compatibility (absence of incompatible deflections) is
obtained by setting deflections f ur  represented, by redurilantsequal to zero.Y''
PIP'
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Substituting eq.	 (7) into eq.	 (8)	 and setting
[I)	 [Er] t [Z] [Er ] I t solving for the redundant element forces
and substituting this solution into eq .
	
(4) , one then obtains
the internal, for ces of the assembled structure.
A
{f}	 =	 [A] {P}	 (9)
where
[A]	 =	 ( [l]	 [ErI [ H-1 ) [ Er ] t [Z ])	 [E °]q
The now compatible deflections in all of the elements
is simp ly 
{ 61	 [Z] [ A] {P}	 (10)
The compatibility of internal deflections having been
resolved, deflections conjugate with external forces {P} can be
calculated.	 The element forces due to the dummy loads are given
by	 [ Eg]	 (or	 [ A]) , and the deflections { u} are obtained by virtual.
±
woxk, as given below.
{u}	 (A] t ( S }	 _	 [A] {P]	 (11.)
where
ff t[A]	 [A]
	 C Z ] (A)--	 •
:rr
#3s [A] is commonly referred to as the deflection influence matrix.
A stiffness matrix may be obtained through the relation-
sh ip
{P)	 _	 [ Kl{u}	 ,	 (12)
where




null matrix everywhere, , except at the diagonal
element associated with the degree of freedom where the fictitious
^
constraint "f 1 '° was connected.	 The non-zero diagonal element of
PIF'
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Null is equal to 2 ,ff Rik  (compare with Z ill following eq. (6)).ull 
A reasonable value for the fictitious spring is k 1" Botlk i* If a
spring constant is not supplied then the degree-of-freedom
associated with the constraint must not be supplied, or a
singularity will result during the above inversion.
IV. DIFFE.UNTIAL STIFFNESS
Differential stiffness for axi'symmetric loaded shells
in this program is based on initial membrane forces (calculated
relative to the axial constraint whether real or fictitious).
The algorithm goes as follows.
Consider the meridianal element f 2n-1 effects on the
forces at stations i and i-1,if station i is displaced normal





If the element is in a state of tension there is a
normal restoring force at station i equal. to
Zit R i'i-1 f 2i-1 Ui/k 1	 (13)
TENSION PER CIRCUMFERENTIAL LENGTH = f2i-1
Sd
ij
and an equal and opposite force at station 1-1. Likewise for
the adjacent element f2i+1 (see Fig. 3) one obtains a normal
restoring force at station i equal to
U
27T Ft	 f	 i(13a)i,l+l 2i+1




zi and Uri be the axial and radial motions at
!
station i conjugate to the external forces P zi and P
rV
Now
sin aifi+l Ui for motions outward normal to t^
and
U	 Cos	 U	 for motions outward normal to Z
Cos a	 U	 for motions outward normal to ^t
ri
for motions normal to ki
Similarly
riJ
for motions normal to
The conjugate relationships to the above equations are
zi
t,





From eqs ( 13, 14, 15) and (13a 14a, 1:5a) the








2 R R.	 f	 sin ai1-1 __ 21-1
Q,
1 .
-sin ai,i^1 cos a i,i--1
and
F





Q;^.	 -sin a ,	 co s Il i i+11 r 1+1 CAS a i l+1 
By virtue of equal and opposite forces at stations {



















rorce contributions	 (eqs .	 (16, 16a, 16b))	 from motions
at each station are assembled into a differential stiffness
matrix [Kds	 implying the following relationship.
( pds ^ 	 ,^	 C^as 1 (u) (17)















(As h 	( (1]	 (A] ('X	 (A)e^
is the modified deflection influence matrix.
	
Equation (9) can








 s ] (u)	 (20)
where
0
	 [Ks a = [K] + Mds ] 	-
V. LOAD VECTOR AND 9TRESS RECOVERY
A load vector (P) may be foxvied for static load analysis.
The components of this vector are as follows,
+
P	 27T Ri	 i(PZ ) - (A-i	 isin a	 + A sin a. +l w) (PS)iz	 -1
P	 2n R (PR ) + (A cos U i + A cosir	 i	 1+1	 (P-9)
M (z x	 27r R (PMF)
M(zr)Nl	 2 Tr RNl (PML)x
(PZ) i and (PR) i are forces per circumferential length in the z
and r direItionsj respectivel y , at station i. (PS) i is the out-
ward pressure at station i,. (PMF) and (PML) are moments per
ciri-.umferential length at the first and last stations (4:.erminals),
respectively. Internal loads (eq. (8)) and deflections (eq. (10))
are computed for the load vector. Stresses are recovered at
stations. Meridianal membrane forces must first be obtained at
the stations before stress recovery can be effected. The algorithm
to accomplish this is as follows.
r4
G
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The hoop membrane forces are directly obtained.




The meridianal bending moments are obtained as follows.
(x)
alb - N+i - 1
Ib)	 f:N-1
f (Nl)	 flb	 N













-	 V	 cr I) hoop bending
7
elm, + a WIb  inside rmeridianal stress
a 1m)
° lb, outside meridia nal stress	 w.
Cr +	 2b) inside hoop stress
gy
m)
-2b) outside hoop stress
_ r t
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VI. INPUT
The input is in NAMBLIST format as follows
r
$NAM1*
Nl = number of nodal circles or stations
N31 = number of deflection degrees-of-freedom
NN = single array of deflection degrees-of-freedom or order
N31 keyed to the equations of equilibrium (see Note 1)
R = single array of radii of order Nl
Z = single array of axial coordinates (see Note 2)
EMOD = modulus of elasticity
POISS = Poisson's ratio
TH = shell thickness
B = single array of shell thickness or order Nl (only,
applicable if TH is zero or blank)
NM = number of radial reactions
NA = single array of order NM of radial reactions
TI = single array of order NM of radial reaction spring
constants
NREACT = location of axial constraint (if zero or blank the
constraint will be located at the first nodal -.^rcle)
REACT = spring constant of axial reaction
NFICT = degree-of-freedom number associated with the axial
reaction if and only the reaction is fictitious
NF = 0 if there is no moment constraint at station 1
1 if there is a moment constraint at station 1
NL = 0 if there is no moment constraint at station Nl
1 if there is a moment constraint at station NJ,
ENF = spring constant of moment constraint at station I
ENL = spring constant of moment constraint at station NI
PRES = outward static pressure (for load vector)
PS = single array of order Nl of outward pressures (only
applicable if PRES is zero or blank)
PZ = single array of order NI of concentrated axial forces
per length of circumference (for load vector)
PR = single array of order Nl of concentrated radial forces
per length of circumference (for load vector)
PMT` = concentrated circumferential (!x r) moments per length
of circumference at station 1 (for load vector)
PML = concentrated ci`!,cumferential (Ixf) moments per length
of circumference at station, Nl (for load vector)
N25 = 0 = no stress recovery
	
differentia l stiffnessprior to 
= stress recovery- -
ELLCOMM, INC,	 - 20
N50 = 0 no differential stiffness
1 w differential stiffness
N75	 U = no s L';-+ .ss recovery modified by differential stiffness






1. Equations of equilibrium ordering
lz , lr, 2z , • • • N1 ( z) 	 N1 (r) , 1 (z x r)	 N1 (z x r)
1	 2, 3,	 N-3	 N-2	 N-1	 , N
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